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Appendix x 

A. ll  The queue length in unstable queues 

Inn this section we discuss the asymptotic queue length in unstable systems for sev-

erall  service disciplines. Assume p > 1. For the M/G/l FB queue Balkema and 

Verr wij meren [6] showed that 

^ ^ A ( 1 - F ( C * ) ) = : 7 F BB a.8., 

wheree the critical service time c* is the unique solution of 

AA  [  {1-F{x))dx = l. (A.l ) 

Thiss solution exists since XE{B Ac) is continuous in c and increases from 0 to p > 1. 

Inn the PS queue the server capacity allotted to a single customer converges to zero 

sincee asymptotically the number of customers in the queue grows linearly. However, 

thiss does not imply that the fraction of the customers that leave the queue is negligi-

blee for t —> co. By a nice argument Jean-Marie and Robert [28] showed that Q(t)/t 

convergess a.s. to 7PS, the unique (strictly) positive solution of 6 = A(l — E~eB). 

Fromm this we find by partial integration that the asymptotic growth rate 7PS is 

alsoo the unique solution of the equation 

C C 

AA / e-Qx{l-F{x))dx=  L (A.2) 

Itt would be interesting to find conditions on the service-time distribution F under 

whichh the growth rates for FB and PS can be ordered. Perhaps this can be done by 

combiningg (A.l ) and (A.2). It would be interesting as well to compare 7FB and 7PS 

withh 7FIFO given below. For some service-time distributions we have the following 

numericall  results. 
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Supposee the service times have a Pareto distribution, i.e. the tail of F is given 

byy 1 — F(x) — (ex + l)~a. x > 0. a > 1. c > 0. Numerical calculations show that for 

thesee service times -)FB ~ A(l — F(c*)) < 7ps, and hence FB has a smaller asymptotic 

growthh rate than PS. This shows again that the FB discipline is very efficient for 

heavy-tailedd distributions. For exponential distributions the queue lengths under FB 

andd PS are equal. For uniformly distributed service times, numerical calculations 

showedd that 7FB > OFIFO-

Finally,, we describe the growth rate of the queue length under the FIFO discipline. 

Forr every discipline the asymptotic rate is given by \imt^^(A(t) — D(t))/t. where 

A(t)A(t) and D(t) denote the number of arrivals and departures up to time t. Define 

N(t)N(t) = Hup{n : Bi H + Bu < t}. By the renewal theorem N(t)/t -  1/{EB) 

a.s.. as / —> oc. In the unstable queue with probability one after a finite time a busy 

periodd starts that will never end. Hence for the FIFO discipline. 

mm ^ j_ 
tt ~  ̂ EB a'S' 

Sincee A(t)/t —> A a.s.. we conclude that the queue length Q(t) grows asymptotically 

linearlyy with rate 

,.. m ~ p(t) i 
->FIFo:=inii 1 =X~ËB-

Notee that A - 1/EB > 0 if and only if p = XEB > 1. 

Iff  EB = oc, then Q(t)/t —» A a.s. and the number of customers that manage to 

leavee the queue is negligible. In the extreme case that P(B = oc) > 0. a.s. only 

aa finite number of customers ever leaves the system. The remaining customers are 

jammedd behind a customer with an infinite service time. The other disciplines 

describedd in this section do not suffer noticeably from the presence of customers 

withh an infinite service demand. 


